1. Make a cube shape out of a ball of red Play-Doh.
2. Make one eye by pressing together small white and black circles of Play-Doh.
3. Make one mouth from a rolled out piece of red Play-Doh which you fold in half and pinch together.
4. Make two legs from a length of rolled out red Play-Doh cut in half.
5. Do the same to make two arms.
6. Make Numberling One from a small piece of rolled out black Play-Doh.

Now you can assemble Numberblock One:

- Place the eye on the front of your red cube
- Place the mouth on the front of your red cube
- Fix the arms to the left and right sides of your red cube
- Fix the legs underneath your red cube
- Then add Numberling One above your cube

WELL DONE! You have made Numberblock One
1. Make two cube shapes out of orange Play-Doh.
2. Make Numberblock Two’s glasses using two small circles of purple Play-Doh pushed together.
3. Make two eyes by pressing together small white and black balls of Play-Doh.
4. Place the two eyes in the purple glasses.
5. Make one mouth from a rolled out piece of pink Play-Doh which you fold in half and pinch together.
6. Make two legs from a length of rolled out purple Play-Doh cut in half.
7. Make two shoes from two small round balls of orange Play-Doh and attach them to the purple legs.
8. Make two arms from a length of rolled out purple Play-Doh cut in half.
9. Make Numberling Two from a small piece of rolled out black Play-Doh and shape it into a 2.

Now you can assemble Numberblock Two:

- Gently push the two cubes together one on top of the other
- Place the glasses with eyes on the top orange cube
- Place the mouth on the top orange cube underneath the glasses
- Fix the arms to the left and right of your orange cubes
- Fix the legs underneath your orange cubes
- Then add Numberling Two above your cubes

WELL DONE! You have made Numberblock Two
1. Make three cubes shaped out of yellow Play-Doh.
2. Make two eyes by pressing together small white and black circles of Play-Doh.
3. Make one mouth from a rolled out piece of red Play-Doh which you fold in half and pinch together.
4. Make two legs from a length of rolled out red Play-Doh cut in half.
5. Make two arms from a length of rolled out red Play-Doh cut in half.
6. Make three small round buttons from red Play-Doh.
7. Make Numberblock Three’s crown by rolling three small balls of red Play-Doh and then flattening and shaping these into three small triangles that you join together.
8. Make Numberling Three from a small piece of rolled out black Play-Doh and shape it into a 3.

**Now you can assemble Numberblock Three:**

- Push the three cubes together one on top of the other
- Place the eyes on the top yellow cube
- Place the mouth on the top yellow cube under the eyes
- Fix the arms to the left and right of your yellow cubes
- Fix the legs underneath your yellow cubes
- Place the three buttons down the middle cube
- Add the crown on top of Numberblock Three’s head
- Then add Numberling Three above your cubes

**WELL DONE! You have made Numberblock Three**
1. Make four cubes shaped out of green Play-Doh.
2. Make two eyes by pressing together small white and black balls of Play-Doh and then make the eyes square shaped.
3. Make one mouth from a rolled out piece of green Play-Doh which you fold in half and pinch together.
4. Make two legs from a length of rolled out green Play-Doh cut in half.
5. Make two arms from a length of rolled out green Play-Doh cut in half.
6. Make two eyebrows from two short pieces of green Play-Doh.
7. Make Numberling Four from a small piece of rolled out black Play-Doh cut into two pieces and then shape these pieces into a 4.

Push the four cubes together to make a square shape
Place the eyes on the top two green cubes
Place the mouth underneath the eyes
Fix the arms to the left and right of your green square
Fix the legs underneath your green square
Place one green eyebrow above each square eye
Then add Numberling Four above your green square

WELL DONE! You have made Numberblock Four
1. Make five cubes shaped out of light blue Play-Doh.
2. Make two eyes by pressing together small white and black balls of Play-Doh.
3. To make the star eye take a ball of dark blue Play-Doh flatten it and pinch five points to
   make a star shape. Then take one of the white and black eyes and press in into the middle of the star shape.
4. Make one mouth from a rolled out piece of pink Play-Doh which you fold in half and pinch together.
5. Make two legs from a length of rolled out dark blue Play-Doh cut in half.
6. Make two arms from a length of rolled out dark blue Play-Doh cut in half.
7. Make the High five glove from a rectangle of dark blue Play-Doh. Use a craft knife to
   make four fingers and a thumb by pressing into the rectangle.
8. Make Numberling Five from a small piece of rolled out black Play-Doh and shape it into a 5.

Now you can assemble Numberblock Five:

• Stack your five cubes together one on top of each other
• Place the eyes on the top light blue cube
• Place the mouth underneath the eyes
• Fix the arms to the left and right of your blue cubes
• Fix the legs underneath your blue cubes
• Attach the glove to one of the arms
• Then add Numberling Five above your blue cubes

WELL DONE! You have made Numberblock Five